MISSION

With the aim of realizing a beautiful world where water,
nature and people exist in harmony, K-water will do
our best putting the interest of our customers first.

Water for the happier world

VISION

Water
Global Best On

STRATEGY

Nature

Expension of Public Services
Strengthening water management function for citizens
Achieving Sustainable Growth
Creating a new business model based on core competencies
Securing Global Competitiveness
Upgrading the organizational structure, improving personnel abilities,
maintaining financial soundness
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Water is not merely a product or resources.
Our livelihood s and future depends on it.

Systematic water management and disaster
prevention
K-water has constructed 16 multi-purpose dams
and instituted a total water management system
to supply more than 18.6 billion ton of water
annually, playing an integral role in managing
national water resources effectively. Additionally,
through the development of water resources
technology involving deep ocean water, ground
water, and desalination, we are taking every step
to take measures against water shortage in the
future.

Supplying clean and best-tasting tap water
K-water, through integrated water supply systems
in 7 areas, is distributing water evenly among
regions so that every citizen can enjoy the cleanest
water. In addition, by instituting and managing
strict water quality system, it provides stable
source of water for home, industry and farm
nationwide.

Efficient operation of regional waterworks
By leveraging the skills and expertise built over
our years in operating multi-regional waterworks,
K-water, with a consignment agreement with
local autonomous governments, operates 18
service centers and provides total solution
(facilities modernization, increasing the rate of
accounted water, conducting strict water quality
control, and operating 24-hour call centers). In
addition, through advanced sewage treatment
service coverage, K-water is improving the water
quality of rivers and water supply systems.

Water

Development of a bountiful country
K-water has successfully accomplished not only the
Gyeongin Waterway Project to create eco-friendly
transportation and a space to enjoy culture and leisure.
but also the National River Restoration Project.
Moreover, K-water has been developing national
industrial complexes and Ansan City since the
1970’s and it strives to make our land affluent
through the development of Sihwa Multi Techno
Valley(MTV), providing leisure, recreation and living
space, and of the eco-friendly Songsan Green City.

reating a world where nature
and people can smile together.

C

Nature

A world where green nature
and pure water exists happily.
People’s health depends
on the health of our environment

C

are through the action
of giving and sharing

Caring through sharing produces the great happiness.
K-water is creating a world where everyone
can laugh together.

An environment where nature and people exist together in harmony

Social contributions

Putting environment conservation first, K-water is devoted to developing lands
surrounding the dam as waterfront area for sightseeing, cultural festivals, and
recreational activities. Furthermore, with the cooperation of citizens and environmental
groups, we are seeking to preserve ecosystems.

With the aim of becoming a company that contributes to a local community
and take lead in social contribution activities, K-water is carrying out various
volunteer activities, including “water of life,” “filial piety” and “love for local
community” projects.

Improving the water quality of dam reservoirs and rivers

Customer satisfaction

K-water, with the aim of improving water quality and persevering ecosystem,
is seeking to realize Total Water Service System so that it can manage water
supply systems and sewerages effectively. To that end, K-water is operating
the environmental infrastructure in the upper reaches of dams and through
the management of sewage treatment plants consigned by local autonomous
governments.

By instituting ‘customer-oriented management’ as a centerpiece of management
policies and as a result of systematic customer service education, K-water has
been awarded with Excellence level, the best level among public corporations in
customer satisfaction category for public corporation in 2011.

T

hrough water creating
a happier and plentiful future.

A world where green nature and pure water exists happily.
People’s health depends on the health of our environment

Innovation management to realize
sustainable growth
With the goal of becoming the world's best
comprehensive water services company, K-water
is implementing systematic innovation
management to raise global competiveness

Research development and nurturing top
talents
To secure world-standard technologies, K-water
is investing heavily to develop research
infrastructure and adopted a talent-based
recruiting system to attract employees who are
compassionate and capable.

Advancing into world's water service
market

People

Leveraging the accumulated skills and
experiences of around 40 years, K-water is
committed to advancing into overseas market
beginning with capturing markets in Southeast
Asia and Africa.

Development of eco-friendly energy
K-water has built the world's largest Tidal
Power Plant at Sihwaho, with an expected annual
production capacity of 550 million KWh. In
addition to above project, it is committed to
building eco-friendly infrastructure, including
solar, wind power and other clean and renewable
energies.

